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Graph densification, small and shrinking diameter, and single component mean that most graph updates

will not change the number of connect components:

• Very few updates will change the number of connected components:

• Most component joining, following edge insertion, will be between “the” component and a

miniscule component (made up of a handful vertices).

• Most component splitting, following an edge deletion, will consists of the same.

• Vertices might share common neighbors, which allow for easy detection of “safe” (no-split)

deletion.

• Allows batching updates.

• Algorithm must be accurate.

• Algorithm must be computationally cheaper than the static computation of connected components

O(V+E).

Irregular algorithms such as graph algorithms, sorting, and sparse matrix multiplication, present

numerous programming challenges that include scalability, load balancing, and efficient

memory utilization. In this age of Big Data we face additional challenges since the data is often

streaming at a high velocity and we wish to make near real-time decisions for real-world

events. For instance, we may wish to track Twitter for the pandemic spread of a virus. Analyzing

such data sets requires combing algorithmic optimizations and utilization of massively

multithreaded architectures, accelerator such as GPUs, and distributed systems. My research

focuses upon designing new analytics and algorithms for continuous monitoring of dynamic

social networks. Specifically, we deal with load balancing, scheduling, avoiding redundant

computations, and utilizing network properties for designing dynamic graph algorithms.

Property Challenge Insight Opportunity

Small world 50% of the graph is 3 -

4 steps away.

From a BFS perspective –

many “same level” edges.

For shortest paths algorithms, 

this means no paths go 

through the edge.

Power law 

distribution

Causes imbalance in 

the parallelization.

Parallel prefix summation

over the work can help.

Load balancing opportunity 

for parallel betweenness 

centrality and clustering 

coefficients.

Single

massive 

connect 

component

Analytic may require 

updating entire 

component.

An edge deletion is unlikely 

to split a component into 

two even size units.

Try to do “local” (close 

vicinity) updates.

Shrinking 

diameter 

and graph 

densification

More neighbors => 

more work

New players are coming in at 

a slower rate than the 

relationships. We don’t all 

the relationships.

Use data structures that use 

only partial information.

Constant

updates

Updates come in at a 

pace that doesn’t 

allow updating the 

analytic before next 

update.

Batching these updates can 

allow updating the analytic 

concurrently.

Create a parallel  algorithm for 

updating the data structure. 

Better system utilization than 

serial update.

Graph size Billions of vertices 

and edges. Graph will 

dominate the 

memory.

Place a limit of � � 	
memory, preferably 

� � 	limit. � � ⋅ � is still 

ok. � � ⋅ � is NOT.

Low memory requirement 

algorithms can increase 

scalability.

Table 1. Graph properties with their respective challenges, the insights that we have gained

from these properties, and the opportunities at hand.

(a) (b)

Fig.1 (a) Social network with many of the discussed properties from Table 1. (b) Power law

distribution – many vertices with small degree and few vertices with a high degree.
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1) Abstract

Betweenness Centrality is a social network analytic used to find central players. Betweenness centrality has

been applied to additional type networks, including transportation and communication networls

Formulated by Freeman, betweenness centrality finds the key vertices in the graph based on the number of

shortest path they are in.

• Definition:  ��	 - number of shortest paths between 
 and �.
• Definition:  ��	 � - number of shortest paths between 
 and � that go through �.

�� � = � ��	(�)
��	����	∈�	

= � ��	 � = � ��� �
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3) Betweenness Centrality

Brandes’s contribution reduced this to a recursive formulation

with a reduced storage requirement.

Algorithm With Parent List W/O Parent List (New)

Exact static �(� + �) �(�)
Approx. static �(� + �) �(�)
Exact streaming �(�	 · (� + �)) �(� )
Approx. streaming �(!	 · � + � ) �(!	 · 	�)
Par. Fine-grain �(� + �) �(�)
Par. Coarse-grain �(�	 · � + � ) �(�	 · �)

Table 2: Storage requirements for different types of

betweenness centrality algorithms.

Our contributions:

• Dynamic algorithm for betweenness

centrality:

• Uses small world property

• Avoids computing “branches” that

haven’t changed.

• Speedups between 40$ − 2000$ for

real graphs (single core).

• Modification to betweenness centrality

data structures (see Table 2).

• Reduced storage requirements

• Better performance per thread

• ncreased scalability.
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Fig.2 (a) Time for coarse grain parallel betweenness centrality (weak scaling results). Ordinate is the

time per “root”. Lower is better. Abscissa is the number of threads. The red curve is for the parent list

implementation and does not scale beyond 6 threads because of memory requirements. Blue curve is

our new algorithm and it scale up to 40 cores.

(b) Power law distribution – many vertices with small degree and few vertices with a high degree. My Publication & Media
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Future Work
• Better understand Big Data properties by looking at new and available data sources.

• Create SIMD algorithms that fully utilize the system.

• Consider applying our algorithms to distributed systems (clusters and map-reduce systems such as Hadoop

and Pregel).

• Look at additional analytics and apply approximation and parallel optimizations.

• Improve performance of shared-memory algorithms.

Merging is a building block for many algorithms including:

• Sorting.

• Joining data base queries.

• Graph contractions such as multi-level partitioning or community

detection.

where the adjacency lists are merged together

• Sorted list intersection – clustering coefficients.

Merge Path is new intuitive visual approach to merging:

• Intuitive – can be taught to undergraduates in a matter of minutes

using the “Merge Matrix” abstraction/

• Perfect load balancing – all cores receive an equal number of elements

to merge.

• First parallel cache aware merging algorithm - optimal number of

cache misses.

• First GPU merge algorithm.

• On Fermi card – 50X faster than single core x86.

• Will be part of NVIDIA’s Thrust library.

• Used to explain the impact of the branch predictor on

the performance of merge.

Conclusions & Additional Successes
Conclusions:

• Insights from real world graph can help design algorithms.

• Making “local” updates is crucial for dynamic social network analytics.

• Avoiding redundant operations reduces the total execution time.

• Reducing storage requirements allows increasing parallel scalability and allows analyzing larger problems.

• We performed rigorous testing to confirm the scaling results.

• Algorithm analysis can lead to new insights on architecture design which in turn can lead to new

algorithmic optimizations.

• We have been able to explain performance results of multiple algorithms and implementations, including

the impact of branch predictors on irregular algorithms.

Additional Successes:

• Algorithm development on : x86, NVIDIA Fermi, Cray XMT, Plurality’s Hypercore.

• Creation of new scheduling directives for shared-memory many cores systems with a focus on parallel

kernels. This includes designing a low power hardware to support the directives.

• New approach for computing the 2D estimated covariance matrix using the Covariance Method

formulations. This approach removes redundant multiplications and additions allow for 30$ sequential

speedup. Further this algorithm is highly scalable and is 60$ faster on a 40 core system than the previous

parallel algorithms. (SC’13 paper).
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Fig.6 (a) Merge Path in the “Merge Matrix”. Different colors represents the partitions that the cores

receive. The cross diagonals are used to find the points of partitions. (b) Speedup of the multiple flavors

of the algorithm on a 40 core x86 system.:w

6) Parallel Dynamic Connected Components

Clustering Coefficients, aka triangle counting, defined by Watts & Strogatz is used to state how tightly

bound the vertices in the graph. A value can be computed per vertex (local) or for the entire graph

(global):
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Fig.3 – Vertex covers of 

the triangle. 

We can reduce 

number of 

adjacency list 

intersections and 

the number of 

elements 

compared 

without a loss of 

accuracy.

Reduced time complexity:

Previously  :	� � ⋅ :;<= 
New           : � �> ⋅ :?;<= 				
�> - vertex cover.

:?	;<= - vertex with largest 

adjacency in the cover.

• |�|A ≤ � 	
• :?	;<= ≤ :;<=

a) (b) (c) 

Fig.5 (a) Straightforward partitioning, C/E vertices per core, can cause workload imbalance. The two

curves represent the workload of the threads with most and least amount of work. (b) and (c) are

speedups of new algorithms and the straightforward partitioning algorithm. (b) Strong scaling

results for the graph Audik1 and (c) speedups for 40 threads for multiple graphs.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig.4 – For all these figures lower is better. (a) Ratio (Vertex cover time : Total time). (b) Ratio (Vertex

cover: Vertex set ) . (c) Ratio (New algorithm time : Standard algorithm time) (d) Ratios for number of list

intersections (Green) and number of comparisons (Blue) for (New algorithm : Standard algorithm). The

blue curve is 2.5%, 70%, and 100 for (a),(b) and (c) respectively.

4) Faster Clustering Coefficients


